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Abstract

Machine vision for precision agriculture has attracted

considerable research interest in recent years. The goal

of this paper is to develop an end-to-end cranberry health

monitoring system to enable and support real time cran-

berry over-heating assessment to facilitate informed deci-

sions that may sustain the economic viability of the farm.

Toward this goal, we propose two main deep learning-based

modules for: 1) cranberry fruit segmentation to delineate

the exact fruit regions in the cranberry field image that are

exposed to sun, 2) prediction of cloud coverage conditions

and sun irradiance to estimate the inner temperature of ex-

posed cranberries. We develop drone-based field data and

ground-based sky data collection systems to collect video

imagery at multiple time points for use in crop health analy-

sis. Extensive evaluation on the data set shows that it is pos-

sible to predict exposed fruit’s inner temperature with high

accuracy (0.02% MAPE). The sun irradiance prediction er-

ror was found to be 8.41-20.36% MAPE in the 5-20 min-

utes time horizon. With 62.54% mIoU for segmentation and

13.46 MAE for counting accuracies in exposed fruit identi-

fication, this system is capable of giving informed feedback

to growers to take precautionary action (e.g., irrigation) in

identified crop field regions with higher risk of sunburn in

the near future. Though this novel system is applied for

cranberry health monitoring, it represents a pioneering step

forward for efficient farming and is useful in precision agri-

culture beyond the problem of cranberry overheating.

1. Introduction

Precision agriculture aims to improve farming methods

and resource management decision making through com-

putational approaches. The long term potential of precision

agriculture is in optimizing yield by real-time monitoring to

precisely tune irrigation, fertilization, and other crop man-

* Equally contributing co-primary authors

Figure 1. (Left) Aerial view of cranberry field. (Right) Imaging

drone. We develop a pipeline for cranberry crop monitoring using

drone and sky imagery. Our goal is a computational approach for

cranberry growers based on machine learning and computer vision

to quantitatively assess risk in order to inform agriculture resource

management and enable precision agriculture methods.

agement. In this work, we focus on the issue of cranberry

crop risk assessment to facilitate decisions on irrigation and

other crop management methods. Sunburn, caused by di-

rect solar radiation, is evidenced by irreversible damage to

the tissues of the cranberry fruit [21]. Losses to fruit in the

upper part of the cranberry canopy has become increasingly

common over the past 8 years, and in some years, these

losses can represent upwards of 30% of the entire crop in a

particular field [3]. Croft et al. [10] reported that cranberry

scald or sunburn occurs infrequently and is limited to areas

in New Jersey. However, growing conditions have changed

since that study was conducted. Most importantly, it is pos-

sible that the exposure of cranberry fruit to direct sunlight

has increased as cranberry yields have increased and new,

high yielding, large fruited cultivars are being planted. Pre-

liminary research suggests that the overheating of cranberry

fruit is driven by solar radiation and exposed fruits may ex-

perience internal temperatures 25°C above the canopy tem-

perature [10] (see Figure 2). Exposed fruits initially soften

and then begin to degrade, with fungal fruit rot ultimately

developing within.

Linking sky conditions to berry internal temperature en-

ables a risk assessment since the crop can survive high tem-

peratures only for short time periods before failure. The
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Figure 2. (Left) Synthetic cranberry temperature probe for mea-

suring internal temperatures. (Right) Temperatures measured over

time in and above cranberry canopy.

need for quick and accurate feedback is often critical to

avoid loss of crop yield [47, 21, 35], which may reach up

to 100% loss with sudden environmental condition changes

[35]. This work shows that a combination of computer vi-

sion methods may provide an automated system to estimate

yield loss and manage irrigation resources. Current yield es-

timation methods use previous years data or manual count-

ing, while irrigation management relies on weather reports

which are infrequent, insufficient and often inaccurate.

In this work, we develop a three part computer-vision

based approach to 1) automatically segment and count ex-

posed cranberries from down-facing drone imagery (see

Figure 1) to provide near real-time estimates of crops with

potential high risk of sun exposure and over-heating; 2) an-

alyze up-facing sky imagery to determine cloud cover and

cloud motion for future irradiance prediction and 3) pre-

dict internal berry temperature to assess crop risk of over-

heating. Segmenting and counting the cranberries enables

estimation of the monetary crop value at a given time. By

segmenting and counting visible cranberries, the method

essentially detects cranberries with direct exposure to sun-

light. The counts are then used to obtain density maps of

exposed cranberries for an entire field, which may indicate

to specific high risk regions that need to be attended during

sudden environmental change. By predicting future irra-

diance with a time horizon of 15-20 minutes through sky

monitoring, our method provides farmers a window of op-

portunity to mitigate over-heating events that may be irre-

versibly damaging to the fruit. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the first approach linking sky observations with

field-based fruit condition for its health monitoring.

2. Related Work

Precision agriculture using computer vision is growing

rapidly in recent years. Drones play a significant role in

providing an easy framework for efficiently imaging large-

scale crop regions and current literature addresses general

usage of drones in crop health monitoring [28, 30], drone

models on the market [41], photogrammetric structure-

from-motion point clouds of crops from drone imagery [20],

automated drone navigation using vision [2]. Full 3D en-

vironment mapping methods for agriculture, including 3D

reconstruction of entire fields [14, 38, 39], often employ a

collaboration of aerial and ground vehicles. While global

view of fields have utility in long time-frame growth assess-

ment, high resolution imagery to count individual cranber-

ries can be prohibitively data-intensive over large regions.

Toward the goal of real-time crop-monitoring, we adopt the

efficient approach of stratified random sampling for repre-

senting large scale regions as in [40].

For vision-based analysis of crop health, concentrating

on a specific crop such as coffee [45], olive [15], grapes

[31] and grains [34] has practical advantages since algo-

rithms can be tuned to expected appearance. This work for

cranberry crops develops a state-of-the-art unique pipeline

to process cranberry crop imagery, sky images and weather

data to quantify both the amount of exposed fruit and the

level of risk at a given point in time. While we focus our

results on cranberries, we expect that the overall framework

is relevant to multiple types of crops using transfer learning,

where deep learning network parameters can be fine-tuned

for use in other agriculture imagery.

Deep learning Object Counting is fundamental for quan-

tifying cranberry exposure, and current methods mainly

divide into two approaches: counting by regression, and

counting by detection. Regression approaches [24, 7] tend

to be faster as they often explicitly learn count from images

by encoding global features similar to classification meth-

ods [51, 22]. [7] shows that while counting by regression is

faster and accurate in small count scenes, performance de-

grades with larger count scenes. On the other hand, count-

ing by detection implicitly learns object counts by first de-

tecting every object and its class in the image, and then sum-

ming occurrences per class. This implies that perfect detec-

tion results in perfect count. While best performing detec-

tion methods such as R-CNN and YOLO [17, 16, 43] use

expensive [5] bounding box annotation, recent approaches

relying on weak supervision have shown comparable re-

sults. LC-FCN (Localization based Counting Network) [23]

leverages center points annotations to detect small regions

used for counting, replacing full object detection with small

blobs for each object in the scene. [44] also uses point su-

pervision with a novel Weighted Hausdorff Distance loss to

count through localization, relying on an encoder-decoder

network for point localization prediction, which is concate-

nated with the network latent features and fed to a regressor

for count prediction. Triple-S Network [1] builds on both

[23, 44] by simultaneously predicting count and segmenta-

tion using a shape loss prior known about the objects. This

work builds on Triple-S Network [1] and [44] to generate

density maps of cranberry fields useful for risk assessments

and resources management.

Cloud Monitoring has been done extensively in the re-

search community over the past few decades for a wide

variety of applications, such as nowcasting, to deliver ac-
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Figure 3. Pipeline overview. Cloud image sequence, humidity, and wind speed are used to predict future berry temperature over a time

horizon to determine high risk time periods. Aerial imagery of cranberry crops are used to obtain count density maps to determine high

risk regions. Exposure metrics (number of exposed cranberries with high berry internal temperature) are made available to the farmer in

order to make resource decision such as crop irrigation. Red dashed boxes indicate high risk regions. Best viewed in color and zoomed.

curate weather forecasts [33], rainfall and satellite precipi-

tation estimates [29], in the study of contrails [54], and var-

ious other day-to-day meteorological applications [9]. To

monitor cloud dynamics in a local area and within a short

time horizon of 20-30 minutes, a fish-eye camera-based sys-

tem is the best choice as it provides high temporal and spa-

tial resolution hemispherical information of the cloud cover

by taking the sky pictures continuously every few seconds.

From the time series of the images, it is possible to obtain a

good estimate of the cloud trajectory and thus predict when

and how much the sunlight would be occluded [53, 6]. To

estimate cloud trajectory, we need to perform cloud seg-

mentation and motion estimation, which are known to be

closely related [6, 8, 42]. Most existing cloud segmentation

techniques are based on color features [18, 11] and do not

emphasize the generalization to the stochastic cloud appear-

ance. Recent deep-learning-based popular segmentation al-

gorithms (e.g., U-Net++ [55], SegNet [4], etc.) are heavily

dependent on finely labeled training data and seldom per-

form motion estimation jointly. To leverage temporal con-

tinuity of image sequences, few approaches [4, 8, 42, 56]

consider optical flow prediction as an additional task apart

from segmentation to make the network robust by syn-

ergy. Approaches that exploit the synergy between these

two tasks have shown superior results on both tasks. Moti-

vated by this observation, we employ a weakly supervised

model for joint estimation of cloud motion and segmenta-

tion from sky image sequences.

3. Method

3.1. Problem Formulation and Pipeline

The application pipeline illustrated in figure 3 follows

two branches: the berry temperature prediction branch, and

the cranberry segmentation and counting branch. The input

to the berry temperature prediction branch are sequences

of up-facing (sky) images taken near the cranberry bog to

predict future solar irradiance over that region. Irradiance

information is paired with current humidity and wind speed

measurements and serves as input into the berry temper-

ature prediction module, which provides predicted future

internal berry temperature. As discussed in Section 1, inter-

nal berry temperature is a key element in determining berry

spoilage, as they become irreversibly damaged beyond cer-

tain temperatures. This link between spoilage and tem-

perature makes predicting future internal berry temperature

highly valuable in preventing crop loss. Furthermore, cran-

berry counts provide a quantitative measure of the economic

impact of the potential loss. The cranberry segmentation

and counting branch also provides locations in which ex-

posed cranberries are at present. Together, the two branches

provide information to cranberry growers about high risk

times and regions. This information is critical for resource

decisions such as whether the cost of additional irrigation is

justified by the value of the at-risk crop.

3.2. Cranberry Counting and Segmentation

This part of our application is built upon Triple-S Net-

work’s [1] count loss ablation study. Let X be an image

with corresponding points P , containing cranberry (posi-

tive) and non-cranberry (negative) points noted as pp and

pn respectively. The method feeds input X to an encoder-

decoder architecture to obtain output Ỹ which is fed to three

branches aiming to optimize segmentation, split, and count

losses. The segmentation loss encourages the model to-

wards accurate blob localization using the points as ground

truth. This loss is defined as the cross entropy loss, where

the target, Y , is a pixel-wise mask obtained by labeling the

positive and negative points.

The split loss aims to discourage overlapping instances

in segmentation prediction, and define appropriate regions

for predicted blobs. The split loss branch uses the selective

watershed algorithm, Wselect [1], to obtain the set of posi-

tive and negative regions representing appropriate regions

for cranberry and non-cranberry predictions. The loss func-

tion is constructed as the cross entropy loss with prediction
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Figure 4. Triple-S Network architecture used in this application. Aerial image is input to a U-Net style network with output guided by

segmentation loss, Lseg , split loss, Lsplit, and count loss, Lcount. Wselect is the selective watershed algorithm introduced in [1], and CC

is the connected components algorithm [13].

Wselect(Ỹ , Y ).
Lastly, the count loss branch aims to directly optimize

training towards the correct number of instances in the in-

put image. This branch is closely related to detection based

counting but does not include a detection algorithm. In-

stead, it defines instances using the network’s segmenta-

tion prediction, Y , to obtain separable blobs defined as in-

stances. To that end, the connected components algorithm

[13], noted as CC, is used on output Y , to obtain a set of

separable blobs B. The predicted count C̃ is defined as the

number of separable blobs B in Y , otherwise noted as the

cardinality of B, C̃ = |B|. The count loss is constructed as

a Huber Loss [19] with ground truth |pp| and prediction C̃.

3.3. Irradiance Prediction

The goal of the second part of our system is to help pre-

dict local weather conditions that would affect the berry in-

ternal temperature, e.g., solar irradiance. In this subsection,

we therefore justify the importance and challenges of fore-

casting solar irradiance based on predicted cloud coverage

and movement from local sky images.

Cloud Analysis from Sky Images. To predict current

and near-future sun occlusion, cloud presence and motion

should both be estimated from the sky images. We model

the first task as a binary pixel-wise classification (identify-

ing cloud and non-cloud pixels), and the second task as an

optical flow (i.e., 2D pixel motion map) regression. We ex-

tend a deep learning method for joint estimation of motion

and segmentation from image sequences [42].

As shown in Figure 5, the baseline network [42] con-

sists of two branches: a cloud motion estimation branch that

is built on an unsupervised Siamese style recurrent spatial

transformer network, and a fully-convolutional cloud seg-

mentation branch. To leverage the synergy between their

tasks, the two branches share a joint multi-scale feature en-

coder [37]. This encoder takes as input consecutive sky im-

ages {xi ∈ R
H×W×3}t+τ

i=t and samples them into one se-

quence of new frames {xi}
t+τ
i=t+1

and one sequence of their

preceding frames {xi}
t+τ−1

i=t . Features from each consec-

utive pair (xi, xi−1) (new and preceding) are concatenated

within the motion estimation branch, which then decodes

the feature volume into the reverse optical flow vi→i−1

mapping xi to xi−1. Note that a recurrent neural layer

is added to the module to refine the flow based on previ-

ous predictions. In parallel, the semantic segmentation esti-

mates from the encoded representation of xi its cloud pixel

map mi.

Additionally, we utilize the domain knowledge that,

overall, only clouds should be moving from one frame to

another in sky images, to increase the synergy between the

two network branches. We multiply the predicted per-pixel

optical flow values with the corresponding softmax cloud

probabilities, virtually masking the optical flow for non-

cloud pixels.

Since ground-truth semantic masks for cloud segmenta-

tion are tedious if not impossible to collect (due to fuzzy

cloud contours, irregular cloud density, etc.), we adopt vari-

ous schemes to weakly supervise the pipeline training. The

joint encoder is learned by optimizing both branches simul-

taneously. This enables the weakly-supervised segmenta-

tion by taking advantage of features that are unsupervis-

edly learned in the motion estimation branch from a large

amount of un-annotated data.

The overall motion estimation branch is trained in a

self-supervised manner. For each pair of training im-

ages, the next frame xi is warped by the predicted flow

vi→i−1, and the resulting image xw
i is compared to the

preceding target frame xi−1 c.f . loss Lw
x in Figure 5. We

also augment the baseline solution with an additional loss

Lwrev

x =
∑t+τ

i=t+1
|xi − xwrev

i−1
|, with xwrev

i−1
obtained by

warping xi−1 with the forward flow vi−1→i predicted by

switching the feature concatenation order in the motion esti-

mation branch. This loss ensures backward/forward consis-

tency of predicted optical flows. The segmentation branch

can be trained via weak supervision (c.f . loss Lw
m), as well

as direct supervision if target semantic masks {m̃i}
t+τ
i=t are

available (c.f . loss Lm). Enforcing temporal consistency

and compensating for scarce/noisy target labels, Lw
m com-
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Figure 5. Training of baseline method for joint semantic segmentation and optical flow regression [42] with additional self-supervision.

pares mw
i , obtained by warping predicted masks mi using

vi→i−1, to mi−1.

Solar Irradiance Prediction. Using the cloud-related

predictions, we infer the sun occlusion, and from there the

irradiance, for a time interval of 1-20 minutes. To that end,

we define a prediction zone in the sky images that contains

the clouds, if any, that will possibly move in to occlude the

sun in the considered time horizon. Like [52], we model

this region of interest as a 2D band starting at the depicted

sun position and extending in the opposite direction of the

approximate global cloud motion, computed over the pre-

dicted motion maps (see purple rectangles in Figures 7-10);

and we then apply forward extrapolation in time to estimate

the occlusion probability.

The sun position si in 2D image space is obtained

by projecting the current sun position in 3D sky coordi-

nates obtained from “The Astronomical Almanac” [32], us-

ing the camera’s extrinsic and intrinsic parameters. The

global cloud motion vector
−→
V ∈ R

2 has the advan-

tage to average out estimation errors over individual pix-

els and cloud deformation (which is not true motion),

thus achieving a more stable estimate. We compute
−→
Vi =

∑H,W

x,y=1
γi(x, y) · vi→i+1(x, y) where γi = h(mi) ·

f(‖di‖2)·g(vi→i+1, di), with di(x, y) = (si,x−x, si,y−y)
and h, f , and g functions of choices (e.g., exponential or

polynomial). Finally, we determine the clear sky irradia-

tion curve from past observations and use it as the base for

computing the irradiance from cloud probability map in the

prediction zone.

3.4. Cranberry Internal Temperature Prediction

We explore a feature selection and regression framework

to infer the berry internal temperature from predicted and

measured data samples. The main drivers of berry internal

temperature are environmental condition such as solar irra-

diance, humidity, wind speed and wetness [10]. In order to

first rank these features w.r.t. their impact on the berry tem-

perature, we train a random forest classifier [26] and con-

figure it to return feature importance scores. From the col-

lected dataset and results presented in Section 4, we observe

that two of the top-3 features are solar irradiance and hu-

midity. This shows the importance of predicting irradiance,

since it varies frequently due to cloud movement, unlike the

relatively constant humidity feature. Assuming constant hu-

midity in the near-term (10-30 min), we can then predict

future berry temperature with reasonable accuracy from the

predicted future irradiance values. Finally, from this study,

we complete our framework with a random forest [26] and a

multilayer perceptron (MLP) [48, 49] to predict berry tem-

perature from selected features.

4. Results

4.1. Cranberry Counting and Segmentation Results

Qualitative and quantitative results are shown in Fig-

ure 6 and Table 1 respectively for the cranberry counting

and segmentation module used in this application. Quan-

titative results are evaluated using mean intersection over

union (mIoU) for segmentation performance, and mean ab-

solute error (MAE) for counting performance. We use the

Cranberry Aerial Imagery Dataset (CRAID) [1] for training,

validation and testing. The dataset provides 1022 images

with center point annotations for training, and 231 images

with pixel-wise annotation for evaluation. It can be seen

that cranberries are correctly localized and separated into

instances for accurate counting. Table 1 reports the met-

rics over the testing dataset for this method. In practice,

each count is tied to an image location. Using a sequence

of images covering an entire cranberry bog, we can gener-

ate a count density map for that bog. This provides farmers

with essential information pertaining to exposed, high risk

regions containing many exposed cranberries.

4.2. Irradiance Prediction Results

Cloud Data set. Rigorous evaluation of any segmentation

(and motion estimation) algorithm requires annotated im-

age data sets. Most research groups working on sky/cloud
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Input Image Ground Truth Triple-S Network
Figure 6. Results of cranberry counting and segmentation using Triple-S method which is integrated in this application. Best viewed in

color and zoomed.

segmentation use their own proprietary images that are not

publicly available. To date, only two publicly available

annotated sky image data sets are available. The HYTA

database [25] consists of 32 distinct images and Singapore

Whole Sky IMaging SEGmentation Data set (SWIMSEG)

[12] consists of 1,013 images of captured over a period of 22

months. However, both datasets are too small for training

any deep learning algorithms and do not provide time-series

data for motion estimation.

We collected our own dataset of hemispheric sky im-

ages (180◦/360◦) at an interval of 5 seconds spread over
∼12 hrs. per day with Mobotix MX-Q24 fish eye camera.

Corresponding irradiance measurements were collected us-

ing Kipp & Zonen SMP11 pyranometer in unit of watt/m2.

The camera is calibrated using the OcamCalib Toolbox [50]

with 11 checkerboard images. The results of the calibration

are camera intrinsic matrix and fisheye camera model that

are used for projecting the original fisheye camera image in

spherical coordinate to Cartesian coordinate for further im-

age processing. For generating the segmentation label map,

we apply standard color-based segmentation algorithm [6]

which creates a noisy label data for training deep learning

algorithms.

Method MAE↓ mIoU (%)↑

U-Net [46] 18.67 60.61

LC-FCN [23] 17.46 61.97

Triple-S Network (Lseg + Lsplit + Lcount) 13.46 62.54

Table 1. Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) and Mean Absolute

Error (MAE) accuracies on Cranberry Aerial Imagery Dataset [1]

(values: “↓” = lower is better; “↑” = higher is better).

Results. We tested our framework on a data set featuring

different time of the day and month of the year. The train-

ing set was composed of image sequences and their noisy

labels (∼10,590 pairs) captured over the months of June

and September; whereas the test set was made of sequences

from May and August. Random image augmentations were

performed to virtually increase the variability of the train-

ing data (random cropping, image flipping, brightness and

contrast jitters) [36]. The network was trained until conver-

gence using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.

Figure 8 shows qualitative results on the semantic cloud

segmentation task. It can be observed how, despite being

trained on noisy target labels, the pipeline achieves more

consistent results, thanks to the additional supervisions

(through motion estimation and sequence consistency). Fig-
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Figure 7. Results of cloud segmentation and motion estimation. Top row: original image; bottom row: output of our framework. The color

gradient represents the predicted cloud probability, the arrows the predicted cloud motion, and the purple rectangle the region of interest

for 20-min irradiance forecast based on sun position and cloud motion.

ure 7 shows additional results of joint segmentation and mo-

tion estimation.
Due to the lack of exact ground-truth labels for the cloud

segmentation task, meaningful quantitative results can only

be obtained through indirect metrics. Synchronized pyrom-

eter data captured with the sky data was used as ground-

truth irradiance to evaluate the cloud segmentation-based

irradiance prediction method. Three different metrics were

used to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction over a time

horizon of 20 minutes, namely MAPE (Mean Absolute Per-

centage Error), R-squared (R2), and Fréchet distance. The

ground truth and predicted series, resp. Ỹ = {ỹi}
t+τ
i=t and

Y = {yi}
t+τ
i=t , are normalized before comparison based

on the maximum and minimum values of the series over

the time period. The MAPE is defined as MAPE =
1

τ+1

∑t+τ

i=t |
ỹi−yi

ỹi

|. R-squared (explained variance) is de-

fined as R2 = 1− ‖Ỹ−Y ‖2

‖Ỹ−y‖2

with y = 1

τ+1

∑t+τ

i=t ỹi average

of ground-truth series. The Fréchet distance is a measure of

similarity between curves that takes into account the loca-

tion and ordering of the points along the curves. It is defined

as the minimum cord-length sufficient to join a point travel-

ing forward along predicted curve and one traveling forward

along ground truth curve, although the rate of travel for ei-

ther point may not necessarily be uniform. If the Fréchet

distance between two curves is small, it indicates that the

curves are similar. Table 2 demonstrates performance of the

proposed system using these three metrics in several sce-

narios, with an accuracy increase attributable to our contri-

butions w.r.t. network self-supervision. Prediction results

on sampled sequences of different sky conditions are also

shown in Figure 10. We can observe how cloud motion

prediction (even if locally challenging due to lack of tex-

image imagenoisy target prediction noisy target prediction

Figure 8. Segmentation results on test image sequences.
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Figure 9. Berry temperature prediction results using Random For-

est and MLP.

ture and complex dynamics) effectively guides the irradi-

ance forecasting in varied sun occlusion scenarios. By ex-

tracting a region of interest within each sky image based

on the sun position and overall cloud motion, only detected

clouds that may occlude the sun in the time horizon are con-

sidered by the irradiance prediction module as mentioned in

Section 3.3.

4.3. Berry Temperature Prediction Results

We synchronously collected berry temperature and

weather data over a period of 2.5 months with 5-minute

sampling rate. Collected weather data contains information

about ambient temperature (°F), wind speed (mile/hr), gust

speed (mile/hr), wind direction (0-360°), relative humid-
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Components of Pipeline for Sky Image Analysis Irr. Forecast – 5min Irr. Forecast – 10min Irr. Forecast – 20min

baseline [42] L
wrev
x v ⊙m flow ref. [27] MAPE ↓

R
2 ↑ Fréchet ↓ MAPE ↓

R
2 ↑ Fréchet ↓ MAPE ↓

R
2 ↑ Fréchet ↓

X 10.01 0.77 0.501 16.92 0.79 0.634 29.18 0.67 0.765

X X 9.13 0.75 0.477 14.53 0.72 0.593 21.23 0.79 0.664

X X X 8.86 0.92 0.479 12.89 0.76 0.602 20.36 0.81 0.564

X X 8.88 0.93 0.485 13.76 0.84 0.596 22.52 0.84 0.655

X X X 8.41 0.95 0.507 12.32 0.84 0.573 22.84 0.86 0.592

Table 2. Ablation study over irradiance prediction results. We compare the accuracy on the end task of irradiance forecasting for the baseline

[42] and our extensions, i.e., the backward/forward consistency loss Lwrev

x and the masking of motion maps v with cloud probability maps

m. We also consider the refinement of motion maps using Lucas-Kanade method [27] (values: “↓” = lower is better; “↑” = higher is better).

Figure 10. Irradiation prediction results in different cloud scenar-

ios. Proposed framework could correctly match ground truth irra-

diation during (a) sun occlusion by thin clouds and (c) clear sky

without any cloud coverage of the sun. (b) When sun occlusion

happens by presence of frequent irregular clouds, our approach

could closely predict the overall ground truth irradiation trend.

However, minor variation in irradiation is not predicted. (d) Sud-

den pop-up cloud appearance was identified by the present method

with limited time-difference.

ity, dew point (°F), rain (in), wetness (%), solar irradiance

(w/m2). Our current temperature prediction uses ground

truth solar irradiance (measured by a pyranometer) as input,

since our sky image dataset was collected from a separate

location. Ground truth internal temperature data for training

is obtained with a synthetic cranberry temperature probe as

shown in Figure 2. Training and testing samples for temper-

ature prediction were split 70-30 over temporally-disjoint

periods, performing 5-fold cross validation. Predicted berry

temperature values against ground truth using the two mod-

els are shown in Figure 9. Comparative analysis of the two

machine learning models, namely random forest and MLP,

using three metrics (MAE, MAPE, and R2 defined in previ-

Method MAPE ↓ MAE ↓
R

2 ↑

Random Forest 0.02 1 0.98

MLP 0.04 3 0.91

Table 3. Method comparison for berry temperature prediction.

ous sections) is shown in Table 3. It can be observed from

the table as well as from the figure, that the random for-

est based model prediction is better than the MLP model.

The features selected by the random forest method in order

of importance are: solar irradiance, relative humidity, dew

point, gust speed, wind speed, wind direction and wetness.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The proposed crop-monitoring technology for small field

farming achieves advantages of low cost, high efficiency

and precision. By quantifying crop exposure and risk in

near real-time, the proposed framework provides growers

the ability to optimize resources and sustain the economic

viability of the farm.

There are several major challenges. Variations in cloud

appearance, cloud motion, and abrupt deformation makes

cloud segmentation a challenging task. The presence of

anomalies covering the camera field of view such as trees,

birds, and debris, can interfere with cloud coverage predic-

tion. For temperature prediction, training data from the syn-

thetic cranberry temperature probe is representative of real

cranberry temperature but not exact due to the probe posi-

tion located at a different height from the imaged cranber-

ries. Cranberry segmentation and counting are affected by

change in berry appearance (shape, size, and albedo) and

partial occlusions. To expand the technology into new fruit

application areas in the future, we need to handle techno-

logical issues related to different fruit properties and acqui-

sition of the corresponding large-scale datasets to make the

system generalizable. While challenges remain, the pro-

posed technology is a significant step towards real-time ro-

bust automatic fruit health monitoring, thus promoting the

development of agricultural automation equipment and pre-

cision agriculture systems.
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